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The MECON project 

Effective energy efficiency policy implementation targeting ‘New Modern Energy 

CONsumers’ in the Greater Mekong Subregion 

 The MECON project will investigate how to increase energy efficiency (EE) amongst 

"New Modern Energy CONsumers (MECON)", defined as those who have access to grid 

electricity but who live on low incomes, in the Greater Mekong Subregion (also known as 

GMS: Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam). The research will contribute to 

knowledge on the design and implementation of EE policy by looking at the opportunities 

and barriers from technological, socio-economic and institutional perspectives. In so doing, 

MECON will contribute to higher income levels for new modern energy consumers, since 

reduced household expenditures on energy through enhanced EE will enable these consumers 

to focus on other needs. 

 The MECON project is a two-year project, which uses a holistic approach looking at 

local technological, socio-economical and institutional conditions in the GMS, is comprised 

of an integrated and multidisciplinary set of seven tasks, taking place in three phases. 

Project objectives 

 Facilitate the reduction of household expenditure on energy through increased uptake 

of energy efficiency measures, enabling new modern energy consumers in the GMS to 

increase expenditure on other needs. 

 Establish an evidence base on energy efficiency; this will include energy efficiency 

technologies, measures and policies, and energy use by new modern energy 

consumers in the GMS. 

 Identify the opportunities and barriers to the adoption of energy efficiency 

technologies amongst new modern energy consumers in the GMS, using a holistic, 

multi-disciplinary approach.  

 Make robust, evidence-based recommendations for the design and implementation of 

energy efficiency in the GMS, specifically for new modern energy consumers. 

 Enhance research capacity in the GMS, to include research methodologies, methods 

and tools relevant for research on energy and climate change, and to disseminate the 

project findings to a wide range of stakeholders in the GMS and UK. 

This project is funded from a grant provided by the UK Research Councils’ Energy 

Programme, the Department for International Development (DFID), and the Department for 

Energy and Climate Change (DECC), and managed by the Engineering and Physical 

Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). 
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Abstract 

 An increasing middle class and growing energy demand in Thailand has posed a 

stress on the energy efficiency of the residential sector. This study aims to examine the 

characteristics and energy consumption of the target group called ‘New Modern Energy 

CONsumer’ or MECON, which is defined as those who have the daily income between $2 to 

$5 and are able to access to electricity. This target group is expected to raise their income, 

and hence energy consumption in the near future. Therefore, a proactive effort should be 

made in policy level to address expected higher energy consumption beforehand. A 

household survey is conducted on 293 households in Bangkok and four rural areas: Mae 

Hong Son, Surin, Sra Keaw and Pattalung. The questionnaire is designed to capture basic 

information on identity and general background of this target group as well as their energy 

consumption, decision making processes, knowledge and attitude toward energy efficiency. 

The results from the survey show that there are differences in the energy consumption and 

cooking activities between households in Bangkok and in rural areas. Furthermore, many of 

the household appliances used by the surveyed households do not have energy efficiency 

label. This means energy efficient products are not yet widely spread amongst this target 

group, and there is potential for policy intervention. The majority of the surveyed households 

are aware of the importance of improving energy efficiency, although financial barriers are 

the main obstacle. 
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1 Introduction  

 Energy efficiency (EE) improvements offer multiple benefits, such as reduced 

household energy expenditure and improved productivity, thus contributing to economic 

growth, enhancing energy security and facilitating cheaper and faster energy access to 

populations.  The 2012 World Energy Outlook highlights the importance of EE in reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in the coming decades: EE is responsible for 75% of 

emissions reductions by 2020 in a 2°C temperature increase scenario (IEA, 2012).  For 

developing countries, EE will be important since it curbs demand growth, thereby reducing 

additional power capacity needs and facilitating cheaper and faster energy access to 

populations.  Improved EE will also reduce energy consumption, leading to lower fossil fuel 

imports for the countries.  Moreover, EE can make it easier for lower income households to 

pay energy bills, freeing up funds for other needs (Sarkar and Singh, 2010).  Although the 

adoption of EE measures has few technical challenges, and numerous energy efficient 

technologies with accountable payback times do exist, there remain important non-technical 

barriers, particularly at the household level.  As a result, many of the potential EE gains 

remain untapped.  

 In the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS - Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand and 

Vietnam), it will be the ‘new Modern Energy CONsumers’ (the MECON) i.e. people who 

have access to grid electricity but who live on low incomes (USD 2-5 per day), who will be 

responsible for a large share of expected increase in energy demand and thus GHG emissions.  

Many of the non-technical barriers to EE deployment will be more prevalent in these low-

income, low-energy consuming households.  This report is one of five country-specific 

reports, which present the results of a socio-economic household survey.  It is intended to 

build on and complement others published under the MECON project, in order to build a 

robust evidence-base for the situation in Thailand upon which future policies to promote EE 

amongst the MECON can be developed. 

Energy Efficiency in Thailand 

 EE has a crucial role to play in the economic development of Thailand. According to 

Thailand’s 20-years Energy Efficiency Development Plan (2010-2030), the country’s energy 

demand has increased dramatically over the past 20 years and is expected to continue doing 

so in the next decades. In the residential sector, EE investments are often done by house 

owners or tenants, but for low income households, several economic and non-economic 

barriers prevent these households from investing in energy efficiency. 

 EE can be one of the key solutions for low income households to elevate their quality 

of life. When low-income households decide to purchase new appliances, they tend to choose 
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ones that are relatively cheap but inefficient because of their budget constraint. Also, they are 

most likely not to change those appliances often as many household appliances (such as air 

conditioners, refrigerators and washing machines) are expensive and have long lifespans. 

Therefore, a household tends to be trapped with inefficient products once they already made a 

decision which may be limited by barriers, namely, lack of awareness of EE and/or financial 

resources.  

 Generally, a low income household should consume less energy than one with higher 

income because they can afford less household appliances consuming energy, and cannot 

spend much on energy expenditure. However, once these low income households earn more, 

they tend to buy more appliances and spend more on energy. Using home appliances and 

equipment with high energy efficiency helps them to save their income, so they can use it to 

improve other aspects of their living quality. Therefore, it is important to study their current 

energy consumption and to understand their energy aspirations which will help to forecast 

their future energy demand, so that appropriate interventions can be designed in order to 

encourage the uses of energy efficient appliances. 

Objectives of the household survey  

 The aims of this study were to establish an evidence base on household energy use, 

and to identify the opportunities and barriers to the adoption of EE technologies, measures 

and policies amongst new modern energy consumers.  This research was driven by the 

following objectives: 

1. To collect information about the household characteristics of the survey population 

i.e. the new modern energy consumers; 

2. To determine how new modern energy consumers currently use energy; 

3. To understand household energy aspirations;  

4. To identify the opportunities and barriers for energy efficiency amongst new modern 

energy consumers; and, 

5. To analyse the commonalities and differences between rural and urban new modern 

energy consumers. 

 This analysis is based on the results of a socio-economic household survey in 

Thailand. 

2 Materials and methods 

 The primary data was obtained from socioeconomic questionnaires carried out with 

households in both rural and urban areas in Thailand.  A total of 293 surveys were carried out 

face-to-face in 5 survey sites between January and May 2014.   
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Survey sites 

 The field research was conducted in Bangkok and four other parts of Thailand (North, 

South, Northeast, and Central & East); the locations of the study sites are shown in Figure 

2.1.  These provinces were selected by using gross provincial product (GPP) to compare 

average income per capita within each part of the country. This study use Thailand’s GPP 

from the Office of the National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB)
1
.  

 The provinces with the lowest GPP per capita in four part of Thailand were selected 

as we are most likely to find the target group - the MECON. The household surveys were 

conducted in Mae Hong Son (North), Pat Ta Lung (South), Surin (Northeast), and Sra Keaw 

(Central and East).  

 
Figure 2.1: Map of survey sites in Thailand 

Edited from http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/thailand/maps.htm (April, 2014) 

 It should be noted that Pattani province has the lowest GPP per capita in the southern 

part of Thailand; however due to the unsafe political situation in Pattani, the researchers 

choose to instead conduct the survey in Pat Ta Lung, which is the province with the second 

lowest GPP. Furthermore, the province with the lowest GPP per capita in the northeast of 

Thailand is Nong Bua Lamphu. However, this study chose Surin province instead since it is 

located much closer to Bangkok and costs much less to conduct a survey. In addition, GPP 

per capita in both provinces is not so different, both are below 40,000 baht/person/year 

(around 1,250 USD/person/year), which is considered low compared to the rest of the 

country.  

                                                 
1
 Available online at http://www.nesdb.go.th/Default.aspx?tabid=96  

http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/thailand/maps.htm
http://www.nesdb.go.th/Default.aspx?tabid=96
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 This study conducts surveys on low income households in rural parts of Thailand, and 

also in Bangkok. The initial plan was to conduct a survey in 300 households across the 

country, but in the end, a total amount of 293 households were surveyed. Those households in 

Bangkok are considered to be urban poor, while those with the same income band in other 

provinces are rural poor. Table 2.1 presents some key characteristics of the surveyed areas. 

Table 2.1: Characteristics of the study sites 

 Due to the novelty of the research, the complexity of the research topic and resource 

constraints, a non-probability sampling strategy was adopted. While a representative sample 

aims to accurately reflect the whole population, (i.e. through random, or probability, 

sampling so that each household has an equal chance of being selected), non-probability 

samples are not generalizable since they imply that some households are more likely to be 

selected than others.  Households were selected from the population that is likely to be a low 

income household throughout the country. A low income household is defined in this study 

as a household with total income between 3,000-15,000 baht (94-469 USD) per month. All 

surveys were carried out face-to-face in order to encourage a higher response rate and higher 

quality responses. 

Design of the socio-economic questionnaire 

 The design of the questionnaire was an iterative process.  The research aims and 

objectives were initially translated into a rough questionnaire draft, which was then discussed 

amongst the project partners and subsequently revised.  The questionnaire was then trialled 

with around 15 households, and further revisions made.   

The questionnaire was written in English and translated into Thai.  In order to enable a 

comparison across the five GMS countries, the questions were translated using a back 

translation approach (Chapman and Carter, 1979; Birbili, 2000).  This approach was taken to 

ensure the translation was as consistent as possible across the partner countries.  Back-

translation involves one person translating from English into the ‘target’ language, a second 

person then translates back into English.  These translations are then compared and 

Name of 

community 

Part of 

Thailand 

Number of surveyed 

households 

Key 

characteristics 

Population 

density 
Climate 

Access to 

electricity 

Bangkok Central 93 
Urban poor, 

mostly slum areas 

High 

density 

Tropical 

climate 

All have 

access for 

more than 

one year 

Mae Hong 

Son 
North 50 

Rural parts of the 

country 

Low 

density 

Surin South 50 

Srakeaw East 50 

Pattalung 
North 

eastern 
50 
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retranslated until ambiguities or discrepancies are clarified or removed.  The translations 

were not literal, but rather culturally appropriate to allow comparability of meaning. 

Outline of the socio-economic questionnaire  

 The questionnaire was comprised of three sections, and a total of 100 questions: 

 Section A: The first section aimed to elicit information about the respondent and their 

household, including gender, age, education, income, household size and who in the 

household made decisions about energy. 

 Section B: The next section investigated current household energy use, including 

electricity and other fuels that households use for different energy services, as well as 

energy aspirations. 

 Section C: The final section focused on energy efficiency, investigating, for instance, 

the importance of different types of information in making decisions about whether to 

buy or rent an appliance, and their knowledge of energy efficiency. 

 The survey included mainly closed questions and some open-ended questions; the 

final question was also open-ended to provide respondents with the opportunity to raise any 

energy-related issues that had not been raised.  The full questionnaire is listed in Appendix A. 

 All survey data were inputted using the online survey tool, Survey Monkey.  The 

survey data were then analysed using Excel. Having outlined the materials and methods used 

to investigate household energy consumption, the next section presents the results of the 

household survey. 

 

3 Results  

Section A: background information 

 The purpose of this part is to capture the demographic characteristics of respondents 

including both household members and chief wage earners. Section A of the questionnaire is 

used for collecting personal data such as household income, age, gender, education level, and 

occupation. This part also collects information on who in the household makes decisions on 

electricity and other fuels. The respondents in the surveys are mixed in many aspects. 57.3% 

of all surveyed sample (168 households) are female. 

 Regarding age, those between 30-39 years old participated in the survey the least 

(13.3%), presumably, because they are mostly likely to go to work during the survey time. In 
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contrast, the respondents who are older than 60 years old participated the most (25.3%), 

while the rest of the age ranges have around the same amount of respondents.   

 
Figure 3.1: Age of the participants 

 Most of the households have monthly income between 3,001-8,000 baht (94-250 

USD). For Bangkok, 78 out of 93 households (83.9%) have the income between 8,001-

15,000 baht (251-469 USD). On the other hand, 152 out of 200 households (76.0%) in other 

provinces have the income between 3,001-8,000 baht (94-250 USD).  

 
 Figure 3.2: Households’ monthly income of the respondents (nominal) 

 Regarding the education level of the chief wage earners, most chief wage earners have 

only been educated to primary level, while the secondary and college/university level come in 

second and third. However, the survey data suggests some contrasts among households in 

Bangkok and other four provinces as shown in Figure 3.3. Majority of the chief wage earners 

in rural areas (71.5%) have primary education, while the education levels of those in 

Bangkok are varied between primary, secondary and college/university level. In conclusion, 

primary education is the main level of education among this target group, and policy 
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intervention to provide information and knowledge on EE could target on this education level 

in particular. 

 

Figure 3.3: Level of highest education of the chief wage earners 

 Agriculture is the most common occupation of the chief wage earners for households 

in rural areas. In contrast, the chief wage earners in Bangkok have various kinds of 

occupations such as employee, street vendor, teacher or governmental officers as presented in 

Table 3.1. Please note that ‘employee’ in this study refers to unskilled workers who work as a 

general labourer. On the other hand, ‘self-employed’ means those with some skills, for 

example, cloth weaving or pottery.  

Table 3.1: Occupation of the chief wage earners 

What is the principal 

occupation of the chief wage 

earner? 

All surveyed areas Bangkok Rural areas 

Number of 

households 
% 

Number of 

households 
% 

Number of 

households 
% 

Agriculture 78 26.6 2 2.2 76 38.0 

Employee 65 22.2 18 19.4 47 23.5 

Self-employed 42 14.3 13 14.0 29 14.5 

Retail/ street vendor 38 13.0 19 20.4 19 9.5 

Government, teacher or other 

professional 
20 6.8 18 19.4 2 1.0 

Construction 16 5.5 12 12.9 4 2.0 

Housewife 3 1.0 0 0.0 3 1.5 

Unemployed 31 10.6 11 11.8 20 10.0 

Total 293 100.0 93 100.0 200 100.0 

 Most of the surveyed households (20.3%) have four members, while 19.5% and 

18.5% have three and two household members respectively. More than half of the households 

(51.5%) have one or more member who is under 16 years’ old. The average household size in 

Bangkok is smaller than in rural areas. Table 3.2 shows the average values of the household 

size, family members who are under 16 years’ old and family members who earn incomes. 

 

 

5% 1% 8% 

60% 

34% 

72% 

21% 

32% 

16% 
13% 

30% 

5% 1% 2% 1% 

All surveyed areas Urban areas Rural areas

No answer

College/ University

Secondary

Primary

No formal education
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Table 3.2: Family members of the surveyed households 

  

Average value (person) 

All surveyed 

areas 
Bangkok Rural areas 

How many members of your household 

are there?  
3.45 2.75 3.76 

How many members of your household 

are under 16?  
1.52 1.56 1.50 

How many members of your household 

are earning an income?  
1.68 1.54 1.73 

 Regarding the type of household, 97.5% of the surveyed households in the rural 

provinces are living in houses as opposed to only 38.7% in Bangkok. Many of the 

participants in Bangkok also live in town houses/commercial buildings (35.5%), and 

apartment/condominium (25.8%).  

 Around 46% of the settlements are made from wood, 34% from concrete, and 19% on 

both. Most of the households (83.3%) do not carry on any other commercial activity in their 

settlement. 65.6% of the households in Bangkok rent their settlements, but 96% of the 

households in rural areas own the places. On average, each household has three rooms. 

 In term of decision making, the questionnaire asks the respondents who in their 

households make decisions on electricity and other fuels. Around a quarter of the surveyed 

households make decisions jointly within the families. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 suggest that 

female family members are more likely to make decisions on electricity and other fuel, rather 

than their male counterparts. 

 
Figure 3.4: households’ members who make decisions on electricity 

I do, jointly with 

other 

25% 

My husband / 

wife 

8% 

My son / daughter 

8% 

Other (father, 

mother, 

grandparents, and 

other residents) 

2% 

Male 

25% Female 

32% 

I do 

57% 
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Figure 3.5: households’ members who make decisions on other fuels 

Section B: Household energy consumption  

Electricity 

 All of the 293 surveyed households have access to electricity, and vast majority (more 

than 99%) have had access for more than one year. Most of the households (91.4%) are 

connected to the national grid, while a few are linked to community grids (5.5%) and a small 

minority have unauthorized access (3.1%). Among these surveyed households, only 20 

households have stand-alone solar home systems, and are all in Bangkok. 

The electricity price in residential sector of Thailand is collected in progressive rate 

meaning that the more electricity consumes the higher price it costs (see Appendix B). At the 

consumption of 150 kWh per month lies the progressive step distinguishing between a 

cheaper rate and a more expensive one. The table below shows the comparison of electricity 

consumption between low income households in Bangkok and the four other provinces.  

Table 3.3: Proportion of households consuming electricity below or above 150 kWh/month 

 

  

 

 

I do, jointly with 

other 

24% 

My husband / wife 

7% 

My son / daughter 

4% 

Other (father, 

mother, 

grandparents, and 

other residents) 

2% 

No other fuel used 

8% 

Male 

22% 

Female 

33% 

I do 

55% 

  Bangkok Other provinces 

use electricity less than 

150 kWh/month 
7.5% 75.5% 

use electricity more than 

150 kWh/month 
88.2% 15.0% 

don’t know / no answer 4.3% 9.5% 
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From table 3.1, we can see that only 7.5% of the surveyed households in Bangkok 

consume electricity less than 150 kWh per month. The opposite is true in the four other 

provinces where only 15% of surveyed households consume more than 150 kWh per month. 

As a result of this difference in electricity consumption, the average expenses on electricity 

bills are also different between Bangkok and the other provinces as shown in the table below.  

Table 3.4: Average monthly expenses on electricity 

 

  

 

The table above presents the key difference in expenses on electricity between the 

households in Bangkok and other provinces. Using the calculation for electricity bill in 

Appendix B, we find that the low income households surveyed in Bangkok spend on average 

790 baht per month (around 25 USD) and consume 243 kWh of electricity per month. On the 

other hand, these figures are 374 baht per month (around 12 USD), and 121 kWh in the other 

four provinces. This shows the difference in electricity consumption between Bangkok and 

the rest of the country. Unfortunately, this study collected the data on income in ranges 

(3,001-8,000 baht/month, 8,001-15,000 baht/month, or else), so we cannot find the 

percentage of expense on energy to income.  

Other fuels 

 The surveyed households also use other types of fuel, namely, LPG, charcoal and 

firewood. 76.1% of the households use LPG, while 58.7% use charcoal and 40.3% use other 

biomass such as firewood or rice husk. Firewood is the most common biomass consumed in 

the surveyed households, which is used on an average of five days a week. Only three 

households use car batteries, and none of them uses kerosene.  

 
Figure 3.6: Percentage of household using other fuels 
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Average expense on electricity 

(baht/month) 

Total surveyed households 526 (16 USD) 

Bangkok 790 (25 USD) 

Other provinces (average) 374 (12 USD) 
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 Interestingly, 40 out of 93 households in Bangkok (43%) use neither LPG, charcoal, 

nor other biomass. There are only two households in other four provinces that do not use any 

other fuel at all like this. Furthermore, less percentage of households in Bangkok use fuels in 

comparison to those in the other four provinces. Nevertheless, a household in Bangkok 

consume more fuels and spend more on those fuels on average than a household in rural areas 

as shown in the figures below. 

 
Figure 3.7: Average household expense on LPG and charcoal 

 
Figure 3.8: Average household fuel consumption on LPG and charcoal 

Cooking appliances 

 The most common cooking appliances owned by the surveyed households are rice 

cooker, LPG stove, and biomass cooking stove. Only a few households have electric hot plate 

and microwave oven, and none of the surveyed households owns improved biomass cooking 

stove or kerosene stove. The table below shows the data on each cooking appliance. 
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Figure 3.9: Percentage of households using cooking appliances 

 Interestingly, there are differences in cooking lifestyle between Bangkok and other 

provinces. Figure 3.9 suggests that there are less amount of household in Bangkok owning 

LPG and biomass stoves in comparison to their counterparts in rural areas. In fact, the survey 

revealed that 28% of the households in Bangkok do not own any cooking appliances at all, 

while all of the households in the other four provinces own at least one cooking appliance. 

Specifically, almost a third (30.1%) of the households in Bangkok only have rice cookers, 

while this falls to only 4.5% in the rural areas.  

 Presumably, those low income households in Bangkok may prefer to buy cooked 

meals or street foods rather than to cook by themselves. Also, many low-price small 

apartments or rented houses in Bangkok may not have space for kitchens or cooking 

activities. In conclusion, the cooking activity of low income households in Bangkok should 

be far less than that of other provinces. These distinctive lifestyles of Bangkok and other 

provinces should be further investigated. 

Lighting appliance 

 Since Thailand has high electrification rate for a quite some time, it is not common to 

find a household using car batteries and kerosene lamp for lighting. Only few of the 

households use incandescent light bulbs. On the other hand, fluorescent and compact 

fluorescent lamps are more common. The figure and table below show the comparison 

between different lighting technologies from the survey data. 
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Figure 3.10: Percentage of household using lighting technologies 

Some observations on lighting appliances should be noted here.  

 None of the household uses light emitting diode (LED) lamp showing that this technology 

is not yet introduced to this target group.  

 Only 11 surveyed households use incandescent light bulbs meaning that many of the 

households have substituted them with higher energy efficient light bulbs like fluorescent 

and compact fluorescent. This means that the encouragement to use more efficient lighting 

technologies has been somewhat successfully implemented by government agencies.
2
  

 Fluorescent light bulbs are the most dominant lighting appliance in the surveyed 

households (93.5% of all households) in both Bangkok and other provinces. 

 Not as widely adopted as fluorescent lighting, only 45.4% of all households use compact 

fluorescent light bulbs (CFL) showing that this technology still needs some policy push to 

help it penetrating low income households.  

 CFL is more widely used in rural provinces (60%) comparing to Bangkok (14%). It is not 

clear from this survey why this is occurring, but the market survey in task 2 of the MECON 

project should investigate on this observation further. 

 The surveyed households in Bangkok have higher average daily uses than other 

provinces in almost all lighting technologies. On the other hand, the households in rural 

provinces own more fluorescent and compact fluorescent light bulbs. It is hard to tell which 

areas consume more energy from lighting technologies. However, the estimation on 

household energy consumption in Appendix C shows that a household in rural areas consume 

approximately 257 kWh from lighting technologies per year, less than 299 kWh per year of a 

household in Bangkok. 

 

                                                 

2
 Demand-Side Management Office (DSM) under Energy Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT) is the key 

government agency who has been implemented measures to encourage use of fluorescent light bulbs. For more 

information, please visit, http://www.dsm.egat.co.th/dsmen/  
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Electric motor appliance 

 The main appliances in this category are washing machine, electric fan, and electric 

water pump. Figure 3.11 shows the comparison between different electric motor appliances 

from the survey data. 

 
Figure 3.11: Percentage of household using electric motor appliances 

Some observations are drawn from Figure 3.11. 

 The electric fan is widely used in all surveyed areas, accounting for 90.3% of all 

households in Bangkok and 91% in other four provinces.  

 The washing machine is popular among households in rural areas (54%) in comparison to 

those in Bangkok (18.3%). An assumption is made from this result that a low income 

household in Bangkok is less likely to own a washing machine because laundry shops are 

more common and more available in the city than in the rural areas. 

 The electric water pump is only owned by households in rural areas. The reason for this 

might be that the water in Bangkok is supplied by the authority, so there is no need to 

install a water pump in individual houses. On the other hand, the water supply 

infrastructure in rural areas may be limited, and requires house owners to install the water 

pump for retrieving water for residential and agricultural activities. Even so, the electric 

water pump is also not so widely used in rural areas and only 6% of the rural households 

have ones. 

 From the data shown in Appendix C, the households in Bangkok have a longer 

average daily use of all appliances (except the electric water pump). On the other hand, the 

appliances in the rural households tend to be older than those in Bangkok.  

Television 

 There are only two types of television concerned in this study; one is the box 

television with the long-dominant CRT technology and the other is the flat screen television 

using LCD, plasma or LEDs. The table below is the survey results for television. 
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Figure 3.12: Percentage of households owning television 

 It is shown in Figure 3.12 that box television is still the most popular among the target 

group as 77.5% of the total surveyed households using it. In contrast, only 15.0% of the total 

households use flat screen television. A household tends to own either box TV or flat screen 

TV, there are less than 5 households who own both. Interestingly, around 20% of the low 

income households in Bangkok own neither box TV nor flat screen TV, while this falls to 

only 3.5% of the households in rural areas. The average daily consumption of television is as 

high as 4-5 hours per day in rural areas and 6-7½ hours in Bangkok. 

Cooling system 

 Refrigerator and air conditioning unit are the only two appliances in this category. 

Figure 3.13 is the survey results for cooling system. 

 
Figure 3.13: Percentage of household using cooling appliances 

 Refrigerators are widely used in the surveyed households, 60.22% of the surveyed in 

Bangkok and 87% of those in other provinces. On the other hand, air conditioning unit is not 

widely adopted in this target group as less than 5% of the households own it. Considering that 

an air conditioning unit is a luxury and expensive good, the result is as expected. 

Water heater 

 Because of the tropical climate of Thailand, water heater is not a necessary appliance 

in a household, and may be considered as a luxury good. Table 3.11 below shows the survey 

data of water heater. 
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Figure 3.14: Percentage of household using water heater 

 Water heater is not popular among our target group. This is because of Thailand’s hot 

climate, and so water heater is not considered as a necessary household appliance. Only 4.1% 

of the total households use electric water heater, and none of them uses solar water heater. 

Among the households owning electric water heater, the households in Bangkok use the 

water heaters 2.5 hours/day longer than around 1 hour in the households in rural areas. 

Other appliances 

 Figure 3.14 shows the survey data for other appliances, including for example, radio, 

DVD player and electric iron. Among those appliances, the surveyed households use electric 

irons the most, 47.10% of the total households, while electric kettle comes in second with 

39.25%. Moreover, some of the appliances are more common to be found in the households 

in rural areas than in Bangkok, namely, radio, DVD player, electric kettle, and electric iron. 

None of the household in Bangkok uses a vacuum cleaner or a hi-fi sound system. On the 

other hand, computer is more common among the households in Bangkok. 

 
Figure 3.15: Percentage of household using other appliances 

 Some general notions should be made from the overview of the all appliances. First of 

all, the households in Bangkok usually have longer average daily uses in all appliances 

(except flat screen TV and compact fluorescent light bulb)
3
. Secondly, the average ages of the 

                                                 
3
 The data is shown in Appendix C 
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appliances in rural areas are all higher than those in Bangkok. This may imply that those 

appliances in the rural households may come to the end of their lifespans soon. This may also 

suggest that the focus for policy to promote the adoption of energy efficiency appliance could 

be on rural areas rather the urban.  

Household energy consumption 

 The section B of the questionnaire also aims to collect data necessary for estimating 

average energy consumption from the appliances owned by the surveyed households, for 

example, wattages, amount owned per household, hours using per day (or per week). Then, 

average household energy consumptions are calculated from these data, and shown in the 

Appendix C of this report. The result suggests that the low income households in Bangkok 

consume 1,871 kWh per household annually on average, while the households in rural areas 

use 1,617 kWh per year.  

 For the households in Bangkok, the appliances that consume electricity the most are 

rice cooker, electric iron, electric fan, fluorescent light bulb, and refrigerator respectively as 

shown in table C.2 of Appendix C. In case of the households in rural areas, fluorescent light 

bulb consumes electricity the most following by rice cooker, refrigerator, electric kettle, and 

washing machine respectively as shown in table C.3 of Appendix C. 

 Interestingly, the appliances that have the largest share in a household’s energy 

consumption are not appliances with high wattage, e.g. air conditioning unit or washing 

machine. On the other hand, small appliances like rice cooker, electric share, electric kettle, 

and electric iron consume more electricity yearly. This is because of behavior factors, for 

example, an electric fan may consume more electricity than a washing machine in a year 

because a low income household may own many items of electric fan, and may uses it longer 

and more often than a washing machine. This means that the policy focus to increase energy 

efficiency in a low income household could focus more on appliances that actually consume 

more energy in total instead of only focus on high energy consumption appliances. This 

requires for more data collection on household’s energy consumption and consumer behavior. 
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Thailand’s energy efficiency label: No.5 label 

  
Figure 3.16: Thailand's No.5 Energy Efficiency Label 

Source: EGAT’s website, http://labelno5.egat.co.th/ [Retrieved on 29 September 2014] 

 Many of appliances in Thailand have energy efficiency label referred as “No.5 label”. 

The questionnaire in Thailand includes additional question asking if the appliances owned by 

the surveyed households have the label or not. Figure 3.6 shows the appliances with No.5 

labels. Some appliances; e.g. water pump, radio, and DVD player, are not included in the 

energy efficiency labelling program, and so are not included in the figure below. 

 

Figure 3.17: Appliances with No.5 energy efficiency labels 

 Refrigerator is the appliance with the highest percentage of No.5 label, accounting for 

42% of all the appliances owned by the surveyed households. The runner-up is electric fan 

with 24%. In both appliances, the households in Bangkok use more products with No.5 label. 

An important note should be made on the rice cooker where more than 80% of the 

households use rice cooker but less than 10% of the appliances has the label. This shows that 

further improvement or promotion could focus especially on the rice cooker. Moreover, some 
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of the appliances in the Bangkok’s households have significantly higher percentages of 

energy efficiency labels as shown in Table 3.5.  

Table 3.5: Differences in percentage of appliances with No.5 labels in BKK and other 

provinces 

  

Percentage of appliance with No.5 energy efficiency label 

Bangkok Other four areas 

Refrigerator 65% 35% 

Electric fan 49% 11% 

Washing machine 31% 2% 

Rice cooker 10% 4% 

 This means that these appliances may have been successfully promoted in Bangkok, 

but not so much in other areas
4
. Moreover, some of the appliances may have higher 

percentages in rural areas than in Bangkok, but the differences are very small. 

Energy aspiration 

 In the question B58 of the questionnaire, the participants are asked to choose 

appliances they are likely to buy in the future (five years from 2014). Most of the surveyed 

households (around 30%) do not want any appliance more. This means that less than a third 

of the households have low energy aspiration, while around 70% hope to increase their 

energy consumption in the future. Moreover, this could means that they may need to buy new 

appliance to replace the old ones they own later.  

 Flat screen TV, refrigerator, washing machine, and mobile phone are the appliances 

the majority of households would buy next. This provides an indication of how households 

may use energy in the future and where the demand is expected to come from. It also 

suggests how energy consumption patterns may shift over the next few years. EE policies in 

the near future should focus on these appliances. 

Section C: Energy Efficiency 

 The questions in section C aim to retrieve respondents’ perspective on energy 

efficiency, for instance, the importance of different attributes in information gathering and 

decisions making when purchasing an appliance, knowledge and attitude toward energy 

efficiency. 

 In the question C01, participants were also asked to identify the reason for buying 

their latest new appliances. The response is shown in the table below. 

                                                 

4
 No.5 energy efficiency label was introduced and has been implemented by Energy Generating Authority of 

Thailand (EGAT) since 1993. None of the appliances in all surveyed areas is older than 20 years. Therefore, it is 

not the case that the appliances have been used for more than the implementation of the label. 
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Figure 3.18: Reasons for buying new appliances 

 The main reason for buying new appliances is to replace outdated or broken 

appliances. This means that the policy makes should focus on households’ age of appliances. 

If the average age of any appliance is higher than it should be, it is likely that households will 

replace those appliances.  

 Many of the households (20%) would buy new appliances because they never had 

ones before. This means that the surveyed households may start using air conditioning units 

While more than 90% of the households own electric fans, only 3% of the households in our 

target group own air conditioning units, This is likely to result from expensive price of AC 

units, and that is why these households consume lots of electricity from electric fans. As 

expected that the incomes of these households will rise, they are likely to buy AC units, and 

increase their energy consumption. Since air conditioners have high energy consumption rate, 

more studies could be conducted to predict the increasing energy consumption from AC units 

in the future.   

 Questions C02-C07 asks the respondents to rate the attributes to which they think it is 

important when gathering information for purchasing appliances. The respondents were 

asked to rate each attribute from 1 to 5, where 1 means not at all important and 5 means very 

important. The tables below show the results of the rating.  

Table 3.6: Rating attributes for information gathering when purchasing new appliances 

 

  

 

 

Friends/families/neighbours are ranked the highest showing that close relationship 

plays important role in gathering information. On the other hand, consumer advice 
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Rank Information gathering Rating 
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4 Internet 1.45 

5 Consumer advice organization 1.25 
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organization is ranked as the lowest. Most of the participants answered that they did not know 

or never have heard of any consumer advice organization.  

 Thailand has the Office of The Consumer Protection Board (OCPB) that might be 

considered as close to consumer advice organization. However, their main missions are more 

related to be a channel for consumers to report cases when they are not satisfied with the 

products/services. One of the policy suggestions is to establish a new consumer advice 

organization, or to improve the role of OCPB to provide more useful advices to consumers.  

 Similarly, the respondents were asked to rate attributes for decision making on 

purchasing appliances on the question C08-C19. The same rating method as above was 

applied, and the table below shows the result.  

 

Table 3.7: Rating attributes for decision making when purchasing new appliances 

Rank Making decision on purchasing Rating 

1 Price 4.42 

2 Easy to use 4.07 

3 Operate/fuel cost 3.62 

4 Brand 3.36 

5 How easy to purchase (e.g. travel distance to purchase) 3.23 

6 Size 3.08 

7 Impacts on environment 2.96 

8 Recommendations from family, friends or neighbors 2.75 

9 Advertisements 2.75 

10 Designs of the products 2.69 

11 My family/friends/neighbors has one 1.98 

 Prices of the appliances still play important role when it comes to making decisions 

on what to purchase. This suggests that the respondents may face financial barriers 

obstructing them from purchasing higher energy efficiency appliances. However, 

operation/fuel cost is ranked quite high which may imply that respondents are concerned 

about energy efficiency and recognise it as an important attribute when making decisions. 

Also, this means that they are aware of their energy consumption and the need to become 

more energy efficient.   

 In questions C20-C22, respondents were shown the energy efficiency label 

(Thailand’s No.5 label), then asked if they have seen the label before and do they know what 

the label represents. The table below shows the result. 
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Figure 3.19: Awareness on No.5 energy efficiency label 

 Awareness of the label is high amongst the respondents and 79.5% of the respondents 

(Group A, B and C) have seen the label before. The percentage of those in this group is 

around the same between Bangkok and other provinces.  

 However, around 25% of the respondents (Group B and C) do not know or 

misunderstand the meaning of the label. The percentage of this group is lower in Bangkok 

(19.4%) than other provinces (28.5%) meaning that the improvement could be targeted more 

in rural areas. 

 The majority (53.9%) of the respondents have seen the label before and know what it 

means. The label is better known among the respondents in Bangkok comparing to those in 

rural areas. Considering approximately 80% of the total respondents have seen the label 

before and 54% of them know what it represents, the label is quite successful in terms of 

publicity and conveying its message, at least amongst this target group. 

 The question C23 and C24 asks the respondents whether or not this label influence 

their decision on purchasing appliances and why is that so. 
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Figure 3.20: The influence of label to the respondents’ decision making 

 The label has more influence among those in rural areas (62.7%) than in Bangkok 

(46.7%). The reasons for those who think that the label has influence on them are to save 

electricity bill, to conserve energy, and to reduce global warming.  

 On the other hand, those who think otherwise give reasons that the products with the 

label are too expensive; that they do not fully understand the meaning of the label; other 

factors are more influential; and they are not the decision makers in the families. 

 Questions C25 and C26 ask the respondents if they would be willing to pay more for a 

product initially if it cost less money to run, and what are the reasons behind this answer. 

 

 

Figure 3.21: Willingness to pay for energy efficient product 

 The respondents in rural areas (82%) are more willing to pay more for a product with 

higher initial cost but lesser operational cost than those in Bangkok (62.4%). The reasons for 

those who replied ‘yes’ are to save electricity bill and to conserve energy. Some of them also 

implied that the higher price means that the products have higher quality.  
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 By contrast, those who think otherwise have various reasons. Many of them said they 

do not have enough money to buy expensive appliances with higher efficiency. A few of 

them seems not to have trust in the label as they think that there is no difference between the 

two kinds of product, or the higher price does not imply that products will also have higher 

energy efficiency. These respondents knew what label mean, but did not believe in it. 

However, there are only a few (less than 5 respondents) who answered this way. 

 For questions C27 and C28, the respondents were asked to put themselves in the 

situation where they were buying buy a new refrigerator.  They had two options which were 

identical in every way except that:   

(1) Refrigerator A cost 10,000 baht 

(2) Refrigerator B cost 15,000 baht  

 In two years, the electricity saving of Refrigerator B would be 500 baht per year. The 

participants were asked which of the two refrigerators they would buy, and why. 

 
Figure 3.22: Question C27: refrigerator A or B? 

 Most of the respondents chose refrigerator B, and the percentage of respondents 

choosing refrigerator B is higher in rural areas (85.5%) than in Bangkok (54.8%). Some (less 

than five respondents) of those who chose refrigerator A gave reasons that can save cost or 

electricity bill even though the example suggests that refrigerator B is more energy efficient.  

 

4 Discussion and conclusions 

 Policy makers must be aware of the gabs between urban and rural of Thailand when 

designing EE interventions. Many evidences from the result of this study show distinct 

differences between the survey households in Bangkok and the four other provinces. 

Surveyed households in Bangkok consume and pay more electricity in comparison to 

households in the rural provinces as shown in Section B of the result and in the Appendix C.  
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 Unlike electricity, the surveyed households in rural provinces use other fuels; such as 

LPG, charcoal, and firewood, for cooking purposes much more than their counterparts in 

Bangkok. This concurs with the result from Figure 3.9 pointing out that the households in 

Bangkok own less cooking appliances, and are likely to have less cooking activities. This 

could mean that low income consumers in Bangkok would rather purchase street food or 

ready-to-eat meals than to cook by themselves. If this is true, it means that the energy for 

cooking of the low income households in Bangkok could be hidden in commercial and 

industrial sectors from which the foods are supplied instead. Therefore, this is another 

distinction policy makers should be aware, and overgeneralization could lead to adverse 

result or ineffective policy implementation. 

 Policy makers should improve the adoption rate of household appliances with EE 

label among low income households. Although many of the households are aware of the 

importance of EE and have knowledge on Thailand’s No.5 energy efficiency label, energy 

efficiency technologies have not been widely spread among this target group yet, and only a 

few of these households use appliances with EE labels. Since low income households have 

the largest financial barrier in comparison to wealthier groups, they tend to adopt EE 

technologies the latest. Further studies should be conducted to analyse this financial barrier 

and the willingness to pay for higher efficient technologies among this target group, in order 

to design appropriate policy interventions. 

 The household appliances that should be targeted are mostly small appliances, such 

as, electric fan, rice cooker, and electric kettle. These appliances, though require less electric 

power, consume large share of household energy consumption among this target group 

because each household owns many items of these appliances and uses them heavily for 

several hours per day. For example, average daily use of electrical fan in households in 

Bangkok is 9.6 hours per day. Moreover, policy makers could encourage more use of lighting 

technologies with higher efficiency, such as, CFL and T5 fluorescent lamps. Also, a policy to 

completely rule out inefficient incandescent lamps could also be implemented.  

 Raising awareness should be another policy focus. Although these surveyed 

households are not entirely lacking awareness on energy efficiency, Section C of the result 

shows that around 40% and 50% of surveyed households in Bangkok and other four 

provinces still cannot tell what the label represents. Therefore, Thailand’s No.5 EE label has 

opportunity to improve its effectiveness and strategy to penetrate this particular group. This 

requires more studies on consumer behavior on low income households in particular. 

Moreover, continuous attempts to transfer knowledge on 

 Thailand lacks of data on energy consumption in residential sector. The household 

survey such as in this study could be really useful for raising awareness, and for designing 

policies to improve energy efficiency. Similar studies should be conducted to include more 
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samples and should be extended to households in other income levels as well. Moreover, the 

data collection needs to be conducted continuously to capture trend in long run. This kind of 

date is and necessary to achieve Thailand’s ambition to increase its energy efficiency, to 

provide better life for its citizens, and to reduce its contribution to global warming. Improving 

energy efficiency in residential sector is another precious step toward a better world. 
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Appendix A: Household survey 

 

 

มหาวทิยาลยัเทคโนโลยพีระจอมเกล้าธนบุรีบางมด 

หมายเลขของการสัมภาษณ์: 

หมายเลขของผู้สัมภาษณ์:  

วนัที:่ __________(วนั)/ _______________ (เดือน) / 

2557 

กลุ่ม/ ชุมชน: 

สวสัดีตอนเชา้   า่คมา บััค า่ชืาอ /“____ )ชืาอามส้ั่ผา่ืช (_____” า่ก าลงัวิจ ัให้กคัสถาคนัคัื ฑิตวิท าล ั มัว่ดา้นพลงังานและเทบโนโล ี 

่หาวิท าล ัพัะจอ่เกลา้ธนคุัีคาง่ด วตัถุปัะสงบชของกาัศึก่าน้ีบือศึก่ากาัใชไ้ฟฟ้าในผาบบััวเัือน ัว่ไปถึงอุปสัับบวา่ ากล าคากทีาจะตอ้ง

เาชิญในกาัตดัสินใจเลือกซ้ือเบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้าให่มทีา่ีปัะสิทธิผาพทีาดีกวมา กาัเก็คขอ้ ม่ลอนัน้ีท าข้ึนในห้าปัะเทศในแถคลุม่แ่มน ้ าโขงไดแ้กมปัะเทศพ่มา 

ลาว กั่ พมชา เวี ดนา่ และปัะเทศไท  

า่บาดวมากาัเก็คขอ้ ม่ลน้ีจะใชเ้วลาปัะ่าื  40 นาที โด ขอ้ ม่ลตมางๆทีาบุืให้สั่ผา่ ชื จะถมกเก็คเป็นบวา่ลคั และจะไ่มถมกอา้งอิงชืาอใดๆ

ส าหััคกาัศึก่าบั้ังน้ี หาก่ีบ าถา่ใดทีาบุืไ่มปัะสงบชทีาจะตอค หัือหากบุืตอ้งกาัถอนตวัจากกาัให้สั่ผา่ ชืบั้ังน้ีไ่มวมาจะดว้ วตัถุปัะสงบชใด บุื

สา่าัถท าไดทุ้กเวลาโด ไ่มตอ้งใหเ้หตุาล สุดทา้ น้ี หากบุื่ีบ าถา่หัือบ าทว้งติงใดๆ กัุืาถา่ในตอนน้ีไดเ้ล บััค  

 

ขอคบุืส าหััคบวา่ มัว่่ือ 

 

สมวนทีาหนึาง ขอ้ ม่ลเกีา วกคับััวเัือน 

ามส้ั่ ผา่ืช: เพืาอเป็นกาัเัิา่ตน้ า่อ ากจะถา่บุืเกีา วกคัขอ้ ม่ลของตวับุืเองและบััวเัือนของบุื 

 

เัิา่แัก บุืชืาออะไั? 

 

A01 เพศ ชา  

หญิง 

A02 บุือา ุเทมาไั    18 – 29                                   50 – 59 
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30 – 39                                            60+ 

40 – 49                                            ไ่มตอค 

A03 บุืเป็นหวัหนา้บัอคบััวใชมหัือไ่ม? ใชม  

ไ่ม 

A04 ถา้ไ่มใชม  บุื่ีบวา่สั่ พนัธชอ มางไักคัหวัหนา้

บัอคบััว? 

สา่ี / ผัั า 

คุตัชา  / คุตัสาว  

อืานๆ (โปัดัะคุ)________________________________ 

ไ่มตอค 

A05 อาชีพของหวัหนา้บัอคบััว กาัเก่ตั  

กมอสั้าง 

ั้านขา ปลีก / ั้านัถเขน็หาคเ มั  

ขา้ัาชกาั, บ มั หัือ อาชีพเฉพาะทางอืานๆ 

เจา้ของกิจกาั 

วมางงาน 

เก่ี ื 

อืานๆ (โปัดัะคุ):_______________________________ 

A06 ัะดคักาัศึก่าสมงสุดของหวัหนา้บัอคบััว ไ่ม่ีวุฒิกาัศึก่า                                  ัะดคั่ธั ่ศึก่า 

ป. 4                                                  อุด่ศึก่า 

ปัะถ่ศึก่า                                       ปวช. / ปวส. 

A07 ใบัเป็นบนตดัสินใจในเัืาองทีาเกีา วกคักาัใชไ้ฟฟ้าใน

บัอคบััวของบุื? 

า่ / ดิฉนั 

บมมส่ัส 

คุตัหลาน  

ตดัสินใจ มัว่กนั 

อืานๆ (โปัดัะคุ)_____________________________________ 

A08 ใบัเป็นบนตดัสินใจในเัืาองทีาเกีา วกคัเช้ือเพลิงอืานๆ เชมน 

ก๊าซหุงต้่  ในบัอคบััวบุื? 

า่ / ดิฉนั 

บมมส่ัส 

คุตัหลาน  

ตดัสินใจ มัว่กนั 

อืานๆ (โปัดัะคุ)_____________________________________ 

A09 จ านวนส่าชิกในบััวเัือน  

A10 จ านวนส่าชิกทีาอา ุต  าากวมา 16 ปี  

A11 จ านวนส่าชิกทีาปัะกอคงานปัะจ า  
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A12 เดือนทีาแลว้ บุื่ีัา ไดเ้ทมาไั? 

[ัว่ทั้งัา ไดที้าเป็นทางกาัและไ่มทางกาั] 

< 3,000 คาท 

3,000-7,500 คาท 

7,500-15,000 คาท 

15,000-30,000 คาท 

่ากกวมา 30,000 คาท 

ไ่มตอค 

A13 บุืเป็นเจา้ของคา้นหัือามเ้ชมาคา้นหลงัน้ี? เจา้ของ 

ามเ้ชมา 

อาศ ัอ มมกคัญาติพีานอ้ง นา จา้ง หัืออืานๆ โด ไ่มเสี บมาใชจ้มา  

อืานๆ (โปัดัะคุ) _____________________________________________ 

A14 บุืได้่ ีกาัปัะกอคอาชีพ/ธุักิจอืานๆทีาคา้นบุืดว้ 

หัือไ่ม  

เฉพาะทีาอ มมอาศ ัอ มางเดี ว )ไ่ม( 

ปัะกอคกิจกาัธุักิจ (ใชม( 

A15 คา้นของบุื่ีจ านวนหอ้งทั้งห่ดกีาหอ้ง? )ัว่หอ้งน ้า

ดว้ ( 

 

A16 ในสา่สิควนัทีาามาน่า คา้นของบุืใชไ้ฟฟ้า่ากกวมา 150 

หนมว ตมอเดือนหัือไ่ม )ดมไดจ้ากคิลบมาไฟ( 

ใชม )่ากกวมา/่ากกวมาเป็นสมวนใหญม(  

ไ่ม )เทมากคั 150 หนมอ หัือนอ้ กวมา( 

A17 ห่า เลข่ิเตอ ชัไฟฟ้า  

A18 ปัะเผททีาอ มมอาศ ั คา้นเดีา ว                                   หอ้งแถว 

ทาวนชเฮา้สช                                 บอนโด่ีเนี ่ 

อพา ชัทเ่น้                                อืานๆ................................................ 

A19 ลกั่ืะสิางกมอสั้างของทีาอ มมอาศ ั อิฐ/ปมน 

ไ่ ้

บัีางปมนบัีางไ่ ้

อืานๆ.................................................................................. 

 

ส่วนที ่2 ข้อมูลพลงังานพืน้ฐาน 

 

ามส้ั่ ผา่ืช: า่อ ากจะถา่เกีา วกคัเัืาองกาัใชพ้ลงังานในบััวเัือนของบุื 

 

B01 คา้นของบุื่ีไฟฟ้าใชห้ัือไ่ม  ่ี                                               → B02 
ไ่ม่ี                                            → ขา้่ไปขอ้ B10 

B02 ถา้คา้นของบุื่ีไฟฟ้าใช ้บุืใชไ้ฟฟ้าจากัะคคจ าหนมา ไฟฟ้า

ชนิดใด  

สา สมงของััฐ                                → ขา้่ไปขอ้ B4 
สา สมงของชุ่ชน                            → ขา้่ไปขอ้ B4 
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าลิตไฟฟ้าใชเ้อง                             → B3 
สา สมงจากเพืาอนคา้น )ไ่มเป็นทางกาั(  → ขา้่ไปขอ้ B4 
อืานๆ (โปัดัะคุ) _______________________________ 

ไ่มทัาค 

B03 ถา้บุืาลิตไฟฟ้าใชเ้อง ัะคคกาัาลิตไฟฟ้าทีาคา้นของบุืเป็น

อ มางไั  

ัะคคพลงังานแสงอาทิต ช 
เบัืาองปัานไฟจากน ้า่นัเคนซินหัือดีเซล 
อืานๆ )โปัดัะคุ(____________________________________ 

B04 คา้นของบุื่ีไฟฟ้าใชต้ั้งแตมเ่ืาอไั? นอ้ กวมาหนึางปี 
่ากกวมาหนึางปี 
ไ่มทัาค 

B05 เดือนทีาแลว้ บุืเสี บมาไฟฟ้าเทมาไั   

B06 บุืจมา บมาไฟฟ้าอ มางไั ัะคคเติ่เงิน 
จมา ทีหลงั 
อืานๆ (โปัดัะคุ) _______________________________ 

ไ่มทัาค 

B07 บุื่ีไฟฟ้าใชทุ้กบั้ังทีาตอ้งกาั?  ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ตลอดเวลา 
□   ไ่มทัาค  

B08 คา้นของบุื่ีไฟฟ้าใชโ้ด เฉลีา วนัละกีาชัาวโ่ง นอ้ กวมา 1 ชัาวโ่งตมอวนั 
1 – 6 ชัาวโ่ง 
6 – 12 ชัาวโ่ง 
่ากกวมา 12 ชัาวโ่ง 
ไ่มทัาค 

B09 จากุ่่่องของบุื, บุืบิดวมาบมาใชจ้มา ดา้นไฟฟ้าเห่าะส่กคั

ัะดคััา ไดข้องบุืหัือไ่ม? 

ไ่มเห่าะส่เล  □       □    □ □      □ เห่าะส่ทีาสุด 
□   ไ่มทัาค 
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ามส้ั่ ผา่ืช: า่อ ากถา่บ าถา่เกีา วกคัเช้ือเพลิงอืานๆทีาบััวเัือนของบุืใช ้

 

ามส้ั่ ผา่ืช: บ าถา่ถดัไปุ่มงเนน้ไปทีาบุืใชเ้ชืาอเพลิงเหลมานั้นท า) ดม มัปในผาบานวก( 

ส าหััคปัะเผทกาัท าอาหาั 

บุื่ีเบัืาองใชเ้หลมาน้ีหัือไ่ม? จ านวน  ีาหอ้ ปัะเผท ขนาด วตัตช 
อา ุกาัใช้

งาน )ปี( 

ใชง้าน

เฉลีา ตมอวนั

)ช่.( 

ฉลากเคอ ชั

หา้ 

B20 เตาฟืนดั้งเดิ่         

B21 เตาปัะห ดัพลงังาน         

B22 เตาไฟฟ้า    แามนเหลก็ 
เซัา่ิก

แ่มเหลก็ไฟฟ้า 

     

B23 ห่อ้หุงขา้วไฟฟ้า    ≤1 ลิตั 
1-1.8 ล. 

    

เช้ือเพลิงอืานๆ (ถา้ใชม) บุืใชจ้มา เกีา วกคัเช้ือเพลิงนั้นจ านวนกีาคาทตมอเดือน

โด เฉลีา  

(ถา้ใชม) บุืใชเ้ช้ือเพลิงนั้นจ านวนเทมาไัตมอเดือน

โด เฉลีา  โปรดระบุหน่วยชัดเจน 

B10 
คา้นของบุืใชเ้ตาแก๊สทีาใชแ้อลพีจีหัือไ่ม? 

□  ใชม 
□  ไ่ม 

  

B11 
คา้นของบุืใชน้ ้ า่นัก๊าดหัือไ่ม? 

□  ใชม 
□  ไ่ม 

  

B12 
คา้นของบุืใชถ้มานหุงต้่ หัือไ่ม? 

□  ใชม 
□  ไ่ม 

  

B13 คา้นของบุืใชเ้ช้ือเพลิงชีว่วล (ฟืน, เปลือกขา้ว หัือ

อืานๆ) หัือไ่ม? 

ใช ้                                       → B14 
ไ่มใช ้                                   → ขา้่ไปขอ้ B16 

B14 )ถา้ใช(้ เช้ือเพลิงชีว่วลแคคใดทีาใชใ้นบััวเัือนของทมาน  

B15 )ถา้ใช(้ ในัอคเจ็ดวนัทีาามาน่า ทมานใชเ้ช้ือเพลิงชีว่วลกีา

วนั 

 

B16 คา้นของบุืใชแ้คตเตอัีาัถ นตชเพืาอพลงังานไฟฟ้า

หัือไ่ม? 

ใช ้                                      → B17 
ไ่มใช ้                             → ขา้่ไปขอ้ B19 

B17 )ถา้ใช(้ ในสา่สิควนัทีาามาน่า บุืชา ชัจแคตเตอัีา กีาบั้ัง

โด ปัะ่าื 

 

B18 )ถา้ใช(้ ในสา่สิควนัทีาามาน่า บุืเสี บมาใชจ้มา เพืาอกาั

ชา ชัจแคตเตอัีา เทมาไั 

 

B19 ่ีเช้ือเพลิงอืานๆทีาบััวเัือนทมานใชอี้กหัือไ่ม )ถา้่ี โปัด

ัะคุ( 
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>1.8 ล. 

B24 เตาแก๊ส )แอลพีจี(          

B25 เตาน ้า่นัก๊าด          

B26 เตาไ่โบัเวฟ    20-30 ล. 
>30 ล.  

    

      
 

    

บุื่ีเบัืาองใชที้าใหแ้สงสวมาง 

เหลมาน้ีหัือไ่ม? จ านวน  ีาหอ้ ปัะเผท ขนาด วตัตช 
อา ุกาัใช้

งาน )ปี( 

ใชง้าน

เฉลีา ตมอวนั 

)ช่.( 

ฉลากเคอ ชั

หา้ 

B27 เที น         

B28 แคตเตอัีา / บคไฟ         

B29 ตะเกี งน ้า่นัก๊าด         

B30 หลอดไฟ 
หลอดกล่ 

  
 

      

B31 หลอด

นีออน

แคคแทมงหัือวง 

(ฟลมออเัสเซน) 

 

  
 

      

B32 

หลอดตะเกี ค

 

        

B33 หลอดไฟแอลอีดี

 

  
 

      

B34 อืานๆ 
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บุื่ีเบัืาองใชเ้หลมาน้ีหัือไ่ม? 

จ านวน  ีาหอ้ ปัะเผท ขนาด วตัตช 

อา ุกาั

ใชง้าน 

)ปี( 

ใชง้าน

เฉลีา ตมอ

วนั)ช่.( 

ฉลาก

เคอ ชัหา้ 

B35 ทีวีตม ้   
 

 ≤20 น้ิว 
21-36 น้ิว 
>37 น้ิว 

    

B36 ทีวีจอแคน   
 

 ≤20 น้ิว 
21-36 น้ิว 
>37 น้ิว 

    

B37 โทัศพัทช่ ือถือ   
 

ธัั่ดา 
ส่า ชัทโฟน 

     

B38 ตมเ้ น็   
 

หนึางปัะตม 
สองปัะตมชมองแขง็ดา้นคน 
สองปัะตมชมองแขง็ดา้นลมาง 
หลา ปัะตม 

≤8 บิว 
9-15 บิว 
>15 บิว 

    

B39 วิท  ุ   
 

      

B40 เบัืาองเลมนวีดีโอ / ดีวดีี   
 

      

B41 บอ่พวิเตอ ชั   โน๊ตคุบ 
ตั้งโต๊ะ 

≤10 น้ิว 
10-17 น้ิว 
>17 น้ิว 

    

B42 พดัล่   
 

วางพื้น <12 น้ิว 
วางพื้น >12 น้ิว 
ติดเพดาน <48 น้ิว 
ติดเพดาน >48 น้ิว 

    

B43 เบัืาองปััคอากาศ   
 

ดมผาบานวก ≤12,000คีที ม 
12,000-26,000คีที ม 
>26,000คีที ม 

    

B44 กาต้่ น ้าไฟฟ้า   
 

 1-2 ลิตั 
>2 ลิตั 

    

B45 เตาัีดไฟฟ้า 
 

  แามนเหลก็ธัั่ดา 
ไอน ้า 
กดทคั 

     

B46 เบัืาองท าน ้าั้อนไฟฟ้า 
 

        

B47 เบัืาองท าน ้าั้อนจาก

พลงังานแสงอาทิต ช 

  
 

      

B48 เบัืาองซกัาา้   
 

ฝาดา้นหนา้ 
ฝาดา้นคน 

5-6.99 กก. 
7-9.99 กก. 
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>10 กก. 

B49 เบัืาองป้ั่น ้าไฟฟ้า   
 

      

B50 เบัืาองดมดฝุม น   
 

      

B51 ไฮไฟ / เบัืาองเสี ง

 

  
 

      

B52 เบัืาองท าบวา่ั้อน

ไฟฟ้า )ฮีทเตอ ชั( 

  
 

      

B53 อืานๆ )โปัดัะคุ( 
 
 

  
 

      

 

ามส้ั่ ผา่ืช: ขอคบุื่าก เัืาองตมอไปจะเป็นกาัสอคถา่เกีา วกคัวิธีกาัเดินทางของบัอคบััวบุื  

B54 บัอคบััวของบุื่ีจกัั าน นตชหัือไ่ม  ใชม                           → B55 
ไ่ม                           → ขา้่ไปขอ้ B56 

B55 ถา้่ี , บุืเป็นเจา้ของจกัั าน นตชหัือไ่มอ มางไั เป็นเจา้ของ 
เชมาหัือเชมาซ้ือ 
 ื่่าใชเ้่ืาอ า่จ าเป็น 
อืานๆ )โปัดัะคุ(______________________ 

 

ามส้ั่ ผา่ืช: บิดถึงสิางทีาอาจจะเกิดข้ึนในอนาบต 

B58 ผา ในหา้ปีหลงัจากน้ี บุืบิดวมาจะซ้ือเบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้าใด
ตมอไปน้ีเป็นสา่อนัดคัแัก  

 อนัดคั
แัก 

อนัดคั
สอง 

อนัดคั
สา่ 
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 [ห่า เหตุ ามต้อคสั่ ผา่ืชบวัตอค 3 อนั] 

เบัืาองป้ั่น ้าไฟฟ้า 
ตมเ้ น็ 
เบัืาองท าน ้าั้อนพลงังานแสงอาทิต ช 
เตาไ่โบัเวฟ 
บอ่พวิเตอ ชั 
ทีวีจอแคน 
พดัล่ 
เบัืาองปััคอากาศ 
ห่อ้หุงขา้ว 
เบัืาองท าบวา่ั้อนไฟฟ้า 
กาต้่ น ้าไฟฟ้า 
เบัืาองดมดฝุม น 
โทัศพัทช่ ือถือ 
เตาัีดไฟฟ้า 
เตาไฟฟ้า 
ทีวีตม ้
วิท  ุ
เบัืาองซกัาา้ 
เบัืาองเลมนวีดีโอ / ดีวีดี 
เบัืาองท าน ้าั้อนไฟฟ้า 
ไฮไฟ / เบัืาองเสี ง 
อืานๆ )โปัดัะคุ)____________________ 
ไ่ม่ีสิางอืาน 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ส่วนทีส่าม การใช้พลงังานอย่างมปีระสิทธิภาพ 

ามส้ั่ ผา่ืช: ขอคบุื และแลว้ก็่ าถึงชมวงสุดทา้ ของแคคสอคถา่น้ี า่อ ากจะเัี นถา่บุืวมาเพัาะเหตุใดบุืจึงเลือกซ้ืออุปกั ชืเบัืาองใชที้าบุื่ี และ

ขอ้ ม่ลใดทีาบุืบิดวมาเป็นสิางส าบญัในกาัเลือกซ้ือเบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้าให่มๆ 

C01 บั้ังสุดทา้ ทีาบุืซ้ือเบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้า 
บุืซ้ือ่นัเพัาะสาเหตุใด? 

ไ่มเบ ่ีเบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้าน้ี่ากมอน  
ใชแ้ทนตวัเกมาทีาพงัไปแลว้ 
ตอ้งกาัใชเ้บัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้าทีา่ีบุืผาพดีข้ึน  
เบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้าชนิดนั้นลดัาบาพอดี 
ไ่มใชมทั้งสีาเหตุาลดงักลมาวขา้งตน้ 
ไ่มตอค 

 

ามส้ั่ ผา่ืช: ถา้บุืตอ้งกาัหาขอ้ ม่ลเกีา วกคักาัซ้ือเบัืาองไช ้ปัจจ ัเหลมาน้ี่ีบวา่ส าบญั่ากนอ้ ขนาดไหน 

โด  1 บือ ไ่มส าบญัเล  และ 5 บือ ส าบญั่าก 
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C02 เพืาอน / บัอคบััว / เพืาอนคา้น 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C03 อินเตอ ชัเน็ต 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C04 ั้านบา้ / ั้านขา ปลีก / ามา้ลิต 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C05 โฆ่ืา 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C06 องบชกัทีาชมว แนะน าามค้ัิโผบ 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C07 อืานๆ )โปัดัะคุ)__________________________ 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

ามส้ั่ ผา่ืช: เวลาบุืตดัสินใจเลือกซ้ือเบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้า ปัจจ ัเหลมาน้ี่ีบวา่ส าบญัตมอกาัเลือกซ้ือเบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้าของบุื่ากอ มางไั ัะดคัใด? โด  1 บือ ไ่ม

ส าบญัเล และ 5 บือ ส าบญั่าก 

C08 ัาบาสินบา้ 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C09 
บมาใชจ้มา ัะหวมางกาัใชง้าน / ใชล้ดห มอนบมาเช้ือเพลิงได้

หัือไ่ม? / ใชพ้ลงังานเทมาไั?  

ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C10 บ าแนะน าจากบัอคบััว เพืาอน หัือเพืาอนคา้น 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C11 บัอคบััว เพืาอนหัือเพืาอนคา้นของบุื่ีเบัืาองใชต้วันั้น 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C12 บุืได ้ิน/ฟังโฆ่ืา 
 ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C13 มัปแคคดีไซตช 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  
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C14  ีาหอ้ แคันดช 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C15 ขนาด 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C16 บวา่งมา ในกาัใชง้าน 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C17 าลตมอสิางแวดลอ้่ 
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C18 หาซ้ืองมา  / ัะ ะทางทีาตอ้งเดินทางเพืาอไปซ้ือ  
ไ่ม่ีเล  □  □ □  □ □  ส าบญั่าก

 □       
       ไ่มทัาค  

C19 อืานๆ )โปัดัะคุ(  

ามส้ั่ ผา่ืช: ถึงตอนน้ี า่จะเอาฉลากใหด้มนะบััค [ามส้ั่ ผา่ืชแสดงฉลากสินบา้ปัะห ดัไฟใหด้ม] 

C20 บุืเบ เห็นฉลากน้ี่ากมอนหัือไ่ม? 
ใชม          ไ่มทัาค 
ไ่ม 

C21 บุื มั ้ใชมหัือไ่มวมาฉลากน้ีแสดงถึงอะไั 
ใชม         → C22 
ไ่ม         → ขา้่ไปขอ้ C25 

C22 ถา้บุืเบ เห็นฉลากน้ี่ากมอน, ชมว คอกหนมอ ไดไ้ห่วมาเห็นจากทีาใด และฉลากนั้นแสดงถึงอะไั  
 
 

C23 ฉลากอนัน้ีสมงาลตมอกาัตดัสินใจในกาัเลือกซ้ือเบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้าของบุืหัือไ่ม? 
ใชม 
ไ่ม 
ไ่มทัาค 

C24 ท าไ่ ? 

ามส้ั่ ผา่ืช: ฉลากเคอ ชัหา้ เป็นสญัลกั่ืทีาแสดงวมาเบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้านั้น่ีปัะสิทธิผาพกาัใชไ้ฟฟ้าสมงในกาัใหแ้สงสวมาง กาัปัะกอคอาหาั ใหบ้วา่ั้อน

หัือบวา่เ น็กคัคา้นของบุื ซึางห่า บวา่วมาตลอดอา ุกาัใชง้านของเบัืาองใช ้ บุืจะเสี บมาไฟฟ้าตมอเดือนนอ้ กวมาเบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้าทัาวไป เนืาองจาก

เบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้าทีา่ีสญัลกั่ ชืน้ีจะกินไฟนอ้ กวมา  

C25 บุืจะซ้ือเบัืาองใชไ้ฟฟ้าทีา่ีัาบาสมง แตมสา่าัถปัะห ดับมาไฟฟ้าหัือไ่ม  
ใชม 
ไ่ม 
ไ่มทัาค 

C26 ท าไ่? 
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C27 ส่่ติบุืจะซ้ือตมเ้ น็เบัืาองให่ม โด ่ีทางเลือกสองทางทีาเห่ือนกนัทุกปัะกาั  กเวน้ 
 ตมเ้ น็ ก ่ีัาบา 10,000 คาท 
 ตมเ้ น็ ข ่ีัาบาหนึาง 15,000 คาท 

ในเวลา 2 ปี ตมเ้ น็ ข จะชมว บุืปัะห ดัพลงังาน  500 คาทตมอปี บุืจะเลือกซ้ือตมเ้ น็เบัืาองใด?  

ตมเ้ น็ ก 
ตมเ้ น็ ข 
ไ่มทัาค 

C28 ท าไ่? 
 
 
 

 

D01. ทา้ ทีาสุดน้ี ถา้หาก งั่ีอะไัทีาา่ไ่มได้ั ว่ในกาัสั่ ผา่ ชืบั้ังน้ี บุือ ากจะเพิา่ปัะเด็นอืานๆทีาเกีา วขอ้งกคักาัใชไ้ฟฟ้าในผาบบััวเัือน

หัือไ่ม?  

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

______________________________________ 

ขอคบุืทีาชมว ตอคแคคสอคถา่! 
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ภาคผนวก: ภาพประกอบ 

              B20 เตาฟืนดั้งเดิ่           B21 เตาปัะห ดัพลงังาน 

           

               B22 เตาไฟฟ้า ห่อ้สุก้ี               B23 ห่อ้หุงขา้วไฟฟ้า 

                      

                  B24 เตาแก๊ส  LPG            B25 เตาน ้า่นัก๊าด 

                                  

                 B26 เตาไ่โบัเวฟ 
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B43 ปัะเผทของเบัืาองปััคอากาศ 

                        แคคติดานงั = 1                                                      แคคตั้งแขวน = 2 

      

                         แคคตั้งตม ้= 3           แคคฝังเพดาน = 4 

                              

                      แคคหนา้ตมาง = 5                แคคเบลืาอนทีา = 6 

                         

                     แคคสมวนกลาง =7 
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Appendix B: Electricity price for households 

This rate below is for residential settlements, temples and churches including the 

surrounding areas to such settlement. This rate is calculated per one official electricity meter 

set by Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA) or Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA) 

only
5
. 

1) Electricity for the consumption lower than 150 kWh per month
6
 

 Price per unit (baht/kWh) 

The first 15 kWh (1-15 kWh) 1.8632 

The next 10 kWh (16-25 kWh) 2.5026 

The next 10 kWh (26-35 kWh) 2.7549 

The next 65 kWh (36-100 kWh) 3.1381 

The next 50 kWh (101-150 kWh) 3.9361 

Plus service charge 8.19 baht per month 

For example, a household that uses 140 kWh will have to pay 450.13 baht as calculated 

below. 

Electricity bill for consuming 140 kWh = (15*1.8632) + (10*2.5026) + 

(10*2.7549) + (65*3.1381) + (40*3.9361) + 8.19 = 450.13 baht 

2) Electricity for the consumption higher than 150 kWh per month 

 Price per unit (baht/kWh) 

The first 150 kWh (1-150 kWh) 2.7628 

The next 250 kWh (151-400 kWh) 3.7362 

Units above 400 kWh  3.9361 

Plus service charge 28.22 baht per month 

On the other hand, if we know a household’s expense on electricity, we can modify 

this calculation to find out its electricity consumption in kWh as well. The table below shows 

the ranges of electricity consumption matching with the ranges of the electricity bills. 
Electricity consumption Range of electricity bill (baht)

7
 

The first 15 kWh (1-15 kWh/month) 0-36 

The next 10 kWh (16-25 kWh/month) 36-61 

The next 10 kWh (26-35 kWh/month) 62-89 

The next 65 kWh (36-100 kWh/month) 89-293 

The next 50 kWh (101-150 kWh/month) 293-490 

The next 250 kWh (151-400 kWh/month) 490-1,377 

Units above 400 kWh/month >1,377 

Note: Value added tax may be applied on top of electricity calculated above in an actual bill. 

                                                 
5
 This information is from MEA’s website, www.mea.or.th/profile/index.php?tid=3&mid=111&pid=109  

6
 The electricity bill is free of charge if a household consumes less than 50 kWh per month 

7
 Service charge included 

http://www.mea.or.th/profile/index.php?tid=3&mid=111&pid=109
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Appendix C:  Household energy consumption 

All surveyed households (293 households) 

Table 1C: Household energy consumption in all surveyed areas 

Appliance 
Watt 

(average) 

Amount of 

appliances 

per 

household 

Age of 

appliance 

(year) 

Hours used 

(hours/day) 

% of 

households 

owning the 

appliance 

Energy 

consumption 

(kWh/HH/year) 

% 

Lighting 
  

   
 

    

Incandescent light 

bulb 
50 0.05 2.91 3.45 3.75 3.22 0.19% 

Fluorescent light 

bulb 
36 3.46 4.21 5.78 93.52 261.67 15.49% 

CFL 19 0.88 3.62 3.06 45.39 18.28 1.08% 

LED 
  

       

Cooking 
  

       

Electric cooking 

stove 
1300 0.01 2.50 5.14 1.02 24.97 1.48% 

Rice cooker 584 0.85 4.83 1.60 81.23 290.87 17.21% 

Microwave oven 850 0.03 3.63 0.28 2.73 2.37 0.14% 

Electric motor 
  

 
  

    

Washing machine 572 0.43 4.70 1.43 42.66 128.39 7.60% 

Electric fan 58 1.41 4.16 6.22 90.78 185.00 10.95% 

TV 
  

 
  

    

CRT (box TV) 92 0.86 7.30 5.08 77.47 147.17 8.71% 

LCD (flat screen 

TV) 
147 0.15 3.22 5.61 15.02 46.22 2.74% 

Cooling 
  

 
  

    

AC 1533 0.03 3.89 4.89 3.07 84.06 4.98% 

Refrigerator 84 0.83 5.99 16.00 78.50 202.84 12.00% 

Other 
  

 
  

    

Electric kettle 679 0.39 4.73 1.82 39.25 177.15 10.48% 

Electric water heater 945 0.04 5.63 1.37 4.10 19.36 1.15% 

Video/DVD player 50 0.16 4.07 1.57 15.36 4.52 0.27% 

Radio 31 0.18 9.12 4.59 17.75 9.26 0.55% 

Computer 130 0.17 3.03 4.16 16.38 34.45 2.04% 

Hi-fi system 50 0.03 6.44 0.61 3.07 0.34 0.02% 

Vacuum cleaner 1000 0.003 5.00 0.15 0.34 0.19 0.01% 

Water pump 146 0.04 6.78 1.03 4.10 2.25 0.13% 

Electric iron 1000 0.47 4.86 0.27 47.10 47.09 2.79% 

Total electricity used per year (kWh) 1690 100% 

Total electricity used per month (kWh) 141  
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Bangkok (total surveyed population 93 households) 

Table 2C: Household energy consumption in Bangkok 

 

Appliance 
Watt 

(average) 

Amount of 

appliances 

per 

household 

Age of 

appliance 

(year) 

Hours used 

(hours/day) 

% of 

households 

owning the 

appliance 

Energy 

consumption 

(kWh/HH/year) 

% 

Lighting             

Incandescent light 

bulb 
50 0.10 2.67 4.50 6.45 7.95 0.42% 

Fluorescent light 

bulb 
36 2.51 3.35 8.61 89.25 283.59 15.16% 

CFL 36 0.19 3.31 2.85 13.98 7.24 0.39% 

LED 
  

 
  

0.00 0.00% 

Cooking 
  

 
  

    

Electric cooking 

stove 
1300 0.02 2.00 0.17 2.15 1.70 0.09% 

Rice cooker 540 0.72 3.62 1.38 69.89 196.33 10.49% 

Microwave oven 850 0.04 3.75 0.33 4.30 4.37 0.23% 

Electric motor 
  

 
  

    

Washing machine 550 0.17 3.87 1.99 18.28 68.63 3.67% 

Electric fan 59 1.48 3.33 9.57 90.32 308.17 16.47% 

TV 
  

 
  

    

CRT (box TV) 81 0.70 4.71 7.35 59.14 151.92 8.12% 

LCD (flat screen 

TV) 
130 0.20 2.34 6.58 20.43 63.78 3.41% 

Cooling 
  

 
  

    

AC 1600 0.04 3.75 6.50 4.30 163.27 8.73% 

Refrigerator 92 0.65 4.29 16.00 60.22 173.32 9.26% 

Other 
  

 
  

    

Electric kettle 700 0.15 4.15 2.34 15.05 89.97 4.81% 

Electric water heater 2200 0.02 4.50 2.52 2.15 43.58 2.33% 

Video/DVD player 50 0.05 4.00 2.54 5.38 2.50 0.13% 

Radio 30 0.03 6.00 2.67 3.23 0.94 0.05% 

Computer 348 0.40 3.09 4.69 38.71 237.02 12.67% 

Hi-fi system 
  

 
  

0.00 0.00% 

Vacuum cleaner 
  

 
  

0.00 0.00% 

Water pump 
  

 
  

0.00 0.00% 

Electric iron 1000 0.37 3.61 0.50 36.56 66.72 3.57% 

Total electricity used per year (kWh) 1871 100% 

Total electricity used per month (kWh) 156  
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Rural areas (total surveyed population 200 households) 

Table 3C: Household energy consumption in the rural areas 

Appliance 
Watt 

(average) 

Amount of 

appliances 

per 

household 

Age of 

appliance 

(year) 

Hours used 

(hours/day) 

% of 

households 

owning the 

appliance 

Energy 

consumption 

(kWh/HH/year) 

% 

Lighting              

Incandescent light 

bulb 
50 0.03 3.20 2.20 2.50 1.20 0.07% 

Fluorescent light 

bulb 
36 3.91 4.59 4.55 95.50 231.91 14.34% 

CFL 18 1.20 3.65 3.08 60.00 24.68 1.53% 

LED 
  

 
  

0.00 0.00% 

Cooking 
  

 
  

    

Electric cooking 

stove 
1300 0.01 3.00 0.29 0.50 0.68 0.04% 

Rice cooker 593 0.92 5.27 1.68 77.00 333.60 20.63% 

Microwave oven 850 0.02 3.50 0.23 2.00 1.43 0.09% 

Electric motor 
  

 
  

    

Washing machine 573 0.55 4.81 1.21 54.00 139.15 8.60% 

Electric fan 57 1.38 4.53 4.72 91.00 135.74 8.39% 

TV 
  

 
  

    

CRT (box TV) 95 0.94 8.12 4.37 86.00 141.75 8.76% 

LCD (flat screen 

TV) 
148 0.13 3.89 4.87 12.50 34.23 2.12% 

Cooling 
  

 
  

  0.00% 

AC 1400 0.03 4.00 3.60 2.50 45.99 2.84% 

Refrigerator 82 0.92 6.54 16.00 87.00 219.05 13.54% 

Other 
  

 
  

    

Electric kettle 679 0.51 4.81 1.75 50.50 219.02 13.54% 

Electric water 

heater 
667 0.05 5.85 1.14 5.00 19.67 1.22% 

Video/DVD player 50 0.21 4.08 1.44 20.00 5.41 0.33% 

Radio 31 0.25 9.31 4.71 24.50 13.12 0.81% 

Computer 71 0.07 2.88 2.61 6.00 8.69 0.54% 

Hi-fi system 50 0.05 6.44 0.61 4.50 0.50 0.03% 

Vacuum cleaner 1000 0.005 5.00 0.15 0.50 0.27 0.02% 

Water pump 146 0.06 6.78 1.03 6.00 3.29 0.20% 

Electric iron 1000 0.52 5.26 0.20 52.00 37.96 2.35% 

Total electricity used per year (kWh) 1617 100% 

Total electricity used per month (kWh) 135  

 

 


